ABSTRACT KOI-13 is the first known transiting system exhibiting light curve distortions due to gravity darkening of the rapidly rotating host star. In this paper we analyse publicly available Kepler Q2-Q3 short-cadence observations, revealing a continuous light variation with a period of P rot = 25.43 ± 0.05 hour and a half-amplitude of 21 ppm, which is linked to stellar rotation. This period is in exact 5:3 resonance with the orbit of KOI-13.01, which is the first detection of a spin-orbit resonance in a host of a substellar companion. The stellar rotation leads to stellar oblateness, which is expected to cause secular variations in the orbital elements. We indeed detect the gradual increment of the transit duration with a rate of (1.14 ± 0.30) × 10 −6 day/cycle. The confidence of this trend is 3.85-σ, the two-sided false alarm probability is 0.012%. We suggest that the reason for this variation is the expected change of the impact parameter, with a rate of db/dt = −0.016 ± 0.004/yr. Assuming b ≈ 0.25, KOI-13.01 may become a nontransiting object in 75 − 100 years. The observed rate is compatible with the expected secular perturbations due to the stellar oblateness yielded by the fast rotation.
INTRODUCTION
KOI-13 (KIC 009941662) is a unique astrophysical laboratory of close-in companions in an oblique orbital geometry. The system consists of a widely separated common proper motion binary of A-type stars, one hosting a highly irradiated planet candidate with P orb ≈ 1.7626 day (Borucki 2011) . The host star of KOI-13.01 is the brighter component, KOI-13 A, and rotates rapidly (v sin i ≈ 65 − 70 km/s, Szabó et al. 2011) . The transit curves show significant distortion that is stable in shape, and it is consistent with a companion orbiting a rapidly rotating star exhibiting gravity darkening by rotation (Barnes 2009 ). Barnes et al. 2011 derived a projected alignment of λ = 23
• ± 4
• and the star's north pole is tilted away from the observer by ψ = 48
• , therefore the stellar inclination, i * = 43
• ± 4 • (assuming M * = 2.05 M ⊙ ). The mutual inclination is ϕ = 54-56
• . Companion is determined to have a mass of 9.2 ± 1.1 MJ (Shporer et al. 2011) and between 4 ± 2-6 ± 3 MJ (Mazeh et al. 2011) , and a radius of 1.44 RJ (Barnes et al. 2011) .
⋆ E-mail: szgy@konkoly.hu On 23 September, 2011, new Kepler photometry (Short Cadence Q3 data) became available. Here we suggest that the photometric data reveal the stellar rotation, and give observational evidence for transit duration variations (TDV) which are a sign of secular perturbations.
ROTATION OF THE HOST STAR
After removing the orbital phase-dependent light variations from the Kepler photometry of KOI-13, we detected an additional periodic signal that we argue below is due to rotation of the host star. The light curve was corrected with a dilution factor of 1.818 (Szabó et al. 2011) . The folded light curve with P orb is plotted in the upper panel of Fig. 1 and we see the ellipsoidal and beaming variations (Mazeh et al. 2011 , Shporer et al. 2011 . The reference flux value is taken to be the centre of the secondary eclipse, when only KOI-13 A is visible. We smoothed and subtracted this variation from the out-of-transit light curve, and de-projected the residuals into the time domain (upper middle panel). A prominent frequency was detected in these residuals at 0.9437 1/day, i.e. at 25.43 ± 0.05 hour period (Fig. 1, lower middle panel) . • The period is perfectly compatible with the expected rotational rate. Barnes et al. 2011 predicted a 22-22 .5 hour rotational period for KOI-13 A, depending on the stellar mass. They did not estimate the error, but it is easy to calculate that errors in v sin i and in the stellar inclination results in ±3.9 hours. This prediction is in good agreement with the rotational origin of the new period.
• Balona (2011) detected signs of stellar rotation in 20% of all A-F stars in the Kepler field caused by the granulation noise, and 8% of them also exhibit starspot-like features in the light curves. Typically, these stars exhibit a dominant peak with 10-100 ppm amplitude at periods less than 3 days, the median is around 1 day for stars in the range of 7500-10,000 K. Another diagnostic is the scatter level at frequencies below < 50/day, which exponentially increases by a factor of ≈1.6 toward low frequencies/high periods. The periodogram of KOI-13 looks exactly as described by , and the folded light curve (Fig. 1 , lower panel) is also compatible with a rotating A-type star with magnetic activity.
• Stars similar to KOI-13 A can exhibit p or g mode pulsations (δ Sct and γ Dor) or both (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011 ). However, the observed pulsations have periods less than one day, and several modes are observed with similar amplitudes. The general appearance of the frequency spectrum of KOI-13 does not resemble a pulsating star.
• Mazeh et al 2011 detected four harmonics of the 25.4-hour frequency in Q3 data, which we confirm here. The presence of such harmonics is typical for stellar rotation ).
It should be noted that both we and Mazeh et al. 2011 detected other frequencies between 1.5-2 c/day which are separated about equidistantly and have amplitudes of 4-7 ppm. Their harmonics do not appear in Q2+Q3 data, and these peaks do look compatible with pulsation.
The source of the 25.4-hour period is the host star, KOI-13 A. This is seen from the systematic modulation of the transit shapes. Because this period is in 3:5 ratio with the orbital period, every third transit occurs in front of the same stellar surface, and a modulation of the light curve shape is expected with a period of 3 transits. Since the individual light curves are too noisy for a direct comparison, we have to combine many data points and analyse their moments. Let us define µn, the n-th light curve moment of each individual transit as
where ti and fi are the times and occulted fluxes belonging to each data points, D is the transit duration and Ci is the calculated mid-time of the transit, based on the ephemeris in Borucki 2011. Once the moments are assigned to the individual transits, a time series of moments can be analyzed in the standard fashion. In Fig. 2 , we plot the periodograms of the first three lightcurve moments (note that the amplitudes are in relative units). The periodograms show a detection with 5.27 day period, with a significance of 3 − 4-σ for each light curve moments, confirming that the 25.4-hour period modulates the shape of the transit with a period of 3P orb = 5Prot.
2.1 The possible 5:3 spin-orbit resonance of KOI-13 A
The 25.4-hour period is very close (within 0.1%) to the 5:3 spin-orbit resonance with KOI-13.01. Because of the large mutual inclination of 59
• (Barnes et al. 2011) , the longitude of the companion varies with changing velocity. Interestingly, the sinodical longitude of KOI-13.01 remains exactly constant (within 1% fluctuations) on ≈ 1/8 orbital arc surrounding the positions when the companion is at extremely high/low latitudes. Thus, KOI-13.01 and KOI-13 A move as if they were in exact 1:1 resonance for 3 hours.
To date, theories of spin-orbit resonance cover the following cases: (i) spatial approximation with rigid bodies (e.g. ). The case of resonance between the stellar spin and the orbit of a substellar companion is yet to be explored theoretically but, if confirmed, it will be a significant finding in relation to the evolution of planetary systems. 
TRANSIT DURATION VARIATIONS
The analysis of the light curve moments suggested a longperiod time-dependent variation in the transit curve shapes. By fitting each transits individually, we concluded that the duration of the transit is gradually increasing (Fig. 3, top  panel) . The significance of this finding is 3.85σ, with a false alarm probability of 0.012%, based on an MCMC estimate. The 3-σ confidence interval of the fitted linear regression is plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 3 , onto the distribution of the reciprocal transit length (which is the actual output of the light curve fit algorithm). We now describe the details of how the light curves were analyzed.
First, every transit was fitted independently using the analytic models of Mandel & Agol (2002) . This fit invokes symmetric templates which cannot fit the known asymmetry of the light curves; but since the asymmetry appears similarly in each transits, we expect no time-dependent bias in the results. The free model parameters are: the transit time, the relative radius of the planet, the reciprocal of the half duration, ζ/R⋆, and the square of the impact parameter, b 2 . These parameters are almost uncorrelated to each other (Pál 2008) . Indeed, our analysis shows that the inverse duration ζ/R⋆ follows a secular trend (see Fig. 3 ).
The derived values of these parameters are displayed in Fig. 3 . Since KOI-13 did not exhibit a transit timing variation, we can rule out short-term secular variations in the orbital semimajor axis of the transiting companion. Therefore, we conclude that the decrease in ζ/R⋆, indicating a lengthening of the transit duration, is due to the increasing orbital inclination (i.e. due to decreasing impact parameter). The observed linear trend in ζ/R⋆ is d(ζ/R⋆)/dt = (−31.6 ± 8.2) · 10
(see also Pál 2008), we can compute the time derivative of b aṡ
This was obtained by re-ordering equation (2) and assuming that a/R⋆ is constant. By substituting our best-fit b = 0.253 ± 0.020 into this equation, we hadḃ = (−4.4 ± 1.2)×10
. This is a tiny change in the transit duration, an order of magnitude smaller than the precision with which b can be determined from the light curve shape in the fitting procedure (Fig. 3, bottom panel) . More precisely, the planet appeared to moved by only ≈15% of its radius during the observed ≈100 transits, having no detectable effect on the light curve shape. Consequently, we reasonably neglected the oblate shape of the rotating star when converting transit duration to b. The stellar oblateness of a 2 M ⊙ star with radius 1.7 R ⊙ is 3% (Murray & Dermott, 1999) , and less in an inclined projection. Therefore the bias due to stellar oblateness is 1-2% in the determined value ofḃ, much below the accuracy of its determined value. In Section 4, we will show thatḃ is compatible with the secular perturbations caused by the oblateness of KOI-13 A, the rotating host star.
INTERPRETATION
Assuming Mp = 9.2 MJ (see also Barnes et al. 2011) , the angular momentum in the star and the companion are similar. Thus, the axes of both the planet orbit and the stellar spin are precessing around the total angular momentum axis, opposing each other. To date, there is no exact theory for this case. In the observed examples, angular momentum of the orbit (double stars) or stellar spin (e.g. Mercury or lunisolar precession) dominates the other. One can study the precession of the orbital plane and the stellar spin under slightly different assumptions. We will show here that these lead to compatible results, and give a satisfactory estimate of the stellar oblateness.
Secular J2 perturbations
As known from the theory of satellite motions (Kaula 1966) , higher order moments of the gravitational potential of a host body yield periodic and secular perturbations in the orbits of nearby companions. The external gravitational potential of an extended body can be expressed as
where M is the total mass, R is the equatorial radius, Jn are constants and Pn are the Legendre polynomials. The most prominent perturbation is caused by J2, due to the oblateness of the host body. MacCullagh's Theorem allows us compute J2 using
where Θxx = Θyy Θzz are the principal moments of inertia. It is known that a non-zero J2 results in secular perturbations in the angular orbital elements. Namely, the secular term in Ω (argument of ascending node) is computed as
Here n denotes the orbital mean motion, a is the semi-major axis and e is the orbital eccentricity. It is known from vector geometry, that if an unit vector n precesses around the unit vector p with an angular frequency of ω0, the time derivative of n will bė n = ω0(p × n).
In our case, n is the unit vector parallel to the orbital angular momentum of the transiting body. Since the components of n are n = sin i cos Ω sin i sin Ω cos i
and the only observable quantity is nz ≡ cos i, we can writė nz = ω0(pxny − pynx).
By substituting px = sin ip cos Ωp and py = sin ip sin Ωp and the components nx and ny from equation (7), we obtain d cos i dt = ω0 sin i sin ip sin λ,
where Ωp is the ascending node of the stellar equator, and λ is the longitude of the planet's ascending node, relative to that of the ascending node of the stellar equator by definition.
The inferred oblateness of the host star
Assuming a circular orbit for the transiting companion and substituting the above relation and equation (??) into equation (6), and by taking ω0 = dΩ/dt as the precession rate inducted by J2, we finally obtain
×(cos i cos ip + sin i sin ip cos ∆Ω) × × sin i sin ip sin ∆Ω.
Since transits are observed, we can say here that cos i ≪ sin i ≈ 1. In addition, b = (a/R⋆) cos i, thus the above equation can be rearranged to giveḃ aṡ
